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ABSTRACT: Studies on complex biological phenomena often combine two or
more imaging techniques to collect high-quality comprehensive data directly in
situ, preserving the biological context. Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) and
vibrational spectroscopy imaging (VSI) complement each other in terms of
spatial resolution and molecular information. In the past decade, several
combinations of such multimodal strategies arose in research fields as diverse as
microbiology, cancer, and forensics, overcoming many challenges toward the
unification of these techniques. Here we focus on presenting the advantages and
challenges of multimodal imaging from the point of view of studying biological
samples as well as giving a perspective on the upcoming trends regarding this
topic. The latest efforts in the field are discussed, highlighting the purpose of the
technique for clinical applications.

A picture is worth a thousand words, especially when it is a
molecular image that can shed light on the composition,

function, and heterogeneity of a biological tissue. However,
one picture might not be enough to fully characterize complex
biosystems. That is why multimodal imaging platforms have
emerged in the past decade as a coordinated combination of
multiple imaging techniques to find solutions in fields as
diverse as plant-based renewable energy, microbiology, clinical
medicine, and forensics.1−18 Multimodal imaging provides a
set of information which characterizes biological samples from
two aspects: quantitative and qualitative molecular information
and molecular distribution at both high and low spatial
resolution. The coupling of imaging modalities started with
optical microscopy techniques such as classical histopathology,
fluorescence imaging, and immunohistochemistry being
combined with molecular imaging techniques such as infrared
or Raman spectroscopy imaging and mass spectrometry
imaging (MSI).1,2,19−24 The classical histology techniques
have a major limitation which impedes comprehensive analysis
of biological samples: they use labels for targeted imaging.23,25

This approach involves monitoring a reduced number of
compounds (usually two or three proteins) because the
chemical stains, immunohistochemical tags, or other labels
used for imaging are limited. Additionally, molecular discovery
is unfeasible as the use of labels requires rational design of
targeted strategies based on specific binding between known
molecules. Nevertheless, creative workflows that combine
classical histology and label-free techniques can yield valuable
information that provide insight into complex biological
systems.

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) and vibrational spectros-
copy imaging (VSI) techniques are common choices for label-
free imaging when studying biological tissues. They comple-
ment each other in terms of spatial and chemical information,
and the limitations of one are complemented by the strengths
of the other, so spatial resolution images are better and unique
molecular formulas can be identified more effectively. The
main complementary characteristics of the two techniques are
that VSI can achieve subcellular spatial resolution while MSI is
generally used for measuring larger areas and morphologies,
and that MSI collects specific molecular information
(molecular weight of the ion divided by its charge, m/z)
while VSI adds information about the abundance and
specificity of chemical families instead of individual com-
pounds (type of chemical bonds, heavy atoms, etc.). Both MSI
and VSI have matured greatly in terms of instrumental
developments in recent decades. The most commonly used
spectrometry techniques for multimodal imaging are matrix-
assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), surface-assisted
laser desorption/ionization (SALDI), desorption electrospray
ionization (DESI), secondary ion mass spectrometry imaging
(SIMS), and laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma (LA-
ICP). The most commonly used vibrational spectroscopy
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techniques, on the other hand, are Raman spectroscopy,
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR/IR), and attenuated total
reflection-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-
FTIR).

■ MASS SPECTROMETRY IMAGING VS.
VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY IMAGING

We have summarized in the Supporting Information the
fundamentals, characteristics, sample preparation, data acquis-
ition, and data analysis for the most common MSI and VSI
techniques used in the latest multimodal imaging applications.
Furthermore, Table S1 provides specificities of each technique
(lateral resolution, typical spectral range, sample requirements,
imaging advantages and challenges). Analysts should keep in
mind the following aspects when choosing molecular imaging
techniques.
Sample Requirements. Biological samples (usually

tissues, plants and cell cultures) have to comply with the
instruments’ probing chamber. For all MSI techniques, samples
must be vacuum compatible except for DESI and for a few
MALDI sources, where measurements are done in atmospheric
conditions. Similarly, all VSI techniques operate in air, however
Raman and ATR-IR can also examine samples in liquid. Each
technique has their own requirements regarding sample
properties (as reflected in Table S1): polarity, surface
roughness, thickness, etc. Nevertheless, sample preparation
for multimodal imaging can be compatible.
Molecular Information. In MSI, molecules are detected as

ions and, depending on the mass spectrometer and the
ionization source, different kinds of molecular classes can be
analyzed: DESI and MALDI (both soft ionization techniques)
are generally used for lipids, peptides, and proteins; SALDI for
metabolites, small molecules and lipids; SIMS (a hard
ionization technique) for biologically relevant elements, small
molecules, metabolites, and sometimes lipids; and LA-ICP for
inorganic compounds such as cations, metals, and other
biologically relevant elements (Figure 1). However, identifying

molecules in MSI is sometimes a challenge: isomers,
enantiomers, isobars, and neutral molecules cannot be
recognized. On the other hand, VSI methods examine the
vibrations of chemical bonds which provide the fingerprint
signature of a molecule. In this case, ATR-IR, FTIR, Raman,
and SERS examine the abundance, structure, and conformation
of all biomolecules: lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, DNA,
etc. Therefore, the complementary information on MSI and
VSI is key for uncovering molecular mysteries.

Type of Experiment. Targeted analyses pinpoint specific
molecules by looking for their molecular fingerprint or their
expected ion formation (the molecular weight of their specific
adducts, isotopes, and fragments). Each technique has its own
strategy to achieve this: MALDI uses specific ionizing agents
(often called “matrixes”) like 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid for
peptides or 9-aminoacridine for lipids, SALDI uses nanoma-
terials to obtain a clean mass spectrum to distinguish small
molecules and metabolites, while SERS employs functionalized
nanomaterials to enhance the Raman signal of specific
molecules. All these approaches demand careful design and
sometimes complex sample preparation which are rarely
compatible with multiple measurements on the same sample.
On the other hand, untargeted analyses need high specificity
techniques which observe many molecules simultaneously in
order to establish molecular changes and identify key
components. In this case MSI techniques are preferred;
however, VSI methods can offer complementary information.

Required Spatial Resolution. Based on the sample size
and morphology, different imaging experiments require
different spatial resolution. For example, larger samples
(tissues, plants) are frequently imaged at lower resolution
(over 50 μm per pixel) using techniques such as DESI,
MALDI, and FTIR,3−5,7,10 while smaller samples (cells,
bacteria) are analyzed using high-resolution methods like
SIMS, LA-ICP, Raman, and SERS9,14,15,18 that can achieve
submicrometer resolution. In multimodal imaging, one
technique can be used to obtain a full scan of the sample
and another to “zoom in” on a morphologically or composi-
tionally interesting area. Fortunately, both MSI and VSI can be
used for high- or low-resolution imaging as depicted in Figure
1.

■ ADVANTAGES OF MULTIMODAL IMAGING
MSI and VSI can be combined to overcome the limitations of
one technique and complementing it by the advantages of the
other. This combination has been applied in various imaging
studies (as illustrated in Table S1 in the Supporting
Information): animal brains (mouse,7,8,13 rat,4,26 and ham-
ster3), cell cultures,14,16 bacterial colonies,9,15,18 liver metabo-
lism,1,2 cancerous tissues,5,10,17 fingermarks,12 and even plants
(perennial grass11 and maize leaves6). Label-free multimodal
imaging is a new holistic approach which will impact analytical
chemistry, especially the “omics” sciences, for two main
reasons: (1) the imaging techniques provide complementary
information that identifies molecules and validates results and
(2) the spatial and spectral information have boosted value.

Complementarity. The information about the lipid
content from MSI can be complemented by the protein
information provided by VSI.1,2,13,17 Even though MALDI-MS
is traditionally used for detecting proteins, it also detects lipids
when using an organic matrix that facilitates lipid ionization
(e.g., alpha-cyano 4-hydroxy cinnamic acid13); the lipid signal
is also specific to Raman and can inform about their level of
saturation, as it is frequently used to analyze lipid droplets,
layers, and membranes.22 On the other hand, the IR spectra
provide specific information about proteins: their composition
and secondary structure. For example, Neumann et al. used
two analytical methods to obtain the chemically specific and
spatially resolved information necessary to characterize the
chemical heterogeneity of the hippocampus from adult rat
brains: the average IR absorption spectrum revealed
morphological differences in the protein composition of the

Figure 1. Spatial resolution vs. molecular mass range for MSI and VSI
techniques.
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different segments within the hippocampus (shift between the
amide I and amide II bands), while the average mass spectrum
showed significant spatial differences among several phospha-
tidylcholine lipid species (PC32:0, PC34:1, PC36:4, and
PC38:4).4 Another complementary function of multimodal
imaging is to facilitate the identification of macromolecules,
such as polymers. For example, combined information from
ATR-IR and MALDI was used to identify condom brands on
the basis of their composition: the matrix-solvent combination
used for MSI failed to show the presence of polydimethylsilox-
ane (present in condom lubricants) in all samples, so Raman
was used to identify it using the characteristic 1258 cm−1

band.12 Multimodal techniques have also been used to monitor
molecular biosynthesis processes in plants. Burkhow et al.
monitored the conversion of phytoenes to carotenoids directly
in maize leaves and how the rate of this conversion changed
when they silenced one of the genes involved in the
biosynthesis. Raman described the spatial distribution of
carotenoids, but due to the lack of Raman signal to detect
phytoenes, SALDI was chosen to monitor phytoene accumu-
lation when they silenced the chosen gene.6 In another study,
combined information from SERS and LA-ICP-MS demon-
strated that hybrid nanoparticles penetrate fibroblast cells
differently from standard silica nanoparticles.14 The SERS
spectra reflected the interaction of several amino acids of the
side chains of proteins with the nanoparticles’ surface, while
LA-ICP images revealed the cellular uptake of silica nano-
particles with a silver core by monitoring the stable isotope
107Ag.14 This application promoted the use of multimodal
imaging for very much needed qualitative and quantitative
nanotoxicology studies.
From the viewpoint of data analysis, multimodal imaging

data sets offer a plethora of possibilities for creating both
identification and validation algorithms and strategies. The
heterospectral data, colocalized mass spectra and vibrational
spectra, can be used to identify small variations (e.g.,
highlighted through PCA or clustering analyses) that represent
significant differences between physiologically similar regions
within tissues.3,4 One study used PCA on a multimodal data
set to identify the spatial distribution of different molecular
classes: the antibiotic compounds quinolones and quinolines
from bacterial biofilms.18 The synergistic data processing of
both VSI and MSI data highlights small changes that a single
technique often overlooks. For example, fused MALDI and
Raman images of rat hippocampus revealed differences in
protein (bands 1250 cm−1, 1550 cm−1, and 1680 cm−1) and
lipid (ions m/z 772.52, m/z 789.54, m/z 820.52) composition
between physiologically similar regions, information otherwise
inaccessible by individual images due to lack of specificity or
spatial resolution of Raman and MALDI images, respectively.4

Small details are often crucial for correct spectral interpretation
and the correct identification of molecules. The identification
of molecules can also be validated with multimodal imaging
data sets, as VSI and MSI are orthogonal methods (i.e.,
methods that use fundamentally different principles). For
example, the DESI-MSI and Raman imaging correlation map
was used to assign structural features to individual molecular
species: the multimodal analysis identified the molecular
weight (from MS) and the saturation levels (from Raman)
of specific lipids (phosphatidylcholines and phosphatidyletha-
nolamines) involved in the myelination process in multiple
sclerosis animal model and human brain samples.7

Boosted Spatial and Spectral Information. Due to the
limited spatial resolution of some molecular imaging
techniques (MALDI and DESI), information-rich MS images
are often colocalized with higher resolution VS images5,11,15,16

or vice versa.1,2 In this way, precise localization and molecular
identification can be achieved simultaneously. For example, a
large area of crop leaves was mapped with LDI-MSI (100 μm
lateral resolution) which pinpointed the regions of interest for
higher resolution images collected with Raman (∼0.6 μm
lateral resolution) and SIMS (∼2 μm lateral resolution)
imaging.11 In this way high-quality spectra and high-resolution
images assigned intracellular globular structures to hemi-
cellulose-rich lignin complexes in perennial grass (Miscanthus x
giganteus). The coregistration of the two types of image was
also ingeniously used to categorize tissue types. This time
larger areas were collected by VSI in order to guide and select
the regions of interest for MSI. Specifically, FTIR microscopy
was used to automatically guide high-resolution MSI data
acquisition and interpretation (without prior histopathological
tissue annotation) through k-means segmentation algorithms
to separate tumors from healthy tissues in mouse brains.5

Another study used the histopathological analysis of Raman
spectra as a guide for MALDI analysis, which differentiated
between healthy and altered epithelial growth from a larynx
carcinoma sample.17 In this study, MS revealed many
overexpressed ions which are associated with tumor markers
(e.g., sphingomyelins, several phosphatidylcholines, and a high
content of glycerophospholipids). So, changes occurring within
small areas of tissues could be monitored with both VSI and
MSI, and biomarkers were identified.

■ CHALLENGES OF MULTIMODAL IMAGING
Multimodal imaging is a complex analytical tool which involves
a variety of high-end instrumentation and software, so it is
challenging from two points of view: (1) the experimental
workflow and (2) the data processing algorithms.

Experimental Challenges. Multimodal imaging work-
flows require multiple optimization steps in each modality to
obtain maximum output while maintaining sample and
substrate compatibility. Therefore, sample preparation, cor-
egistration strategies that depend on sample preparation, and
acquisition parameters have to be optimized for all instru-
ments.
Fortunately, MSI and VSI sample preparation is compatible

as the starting point is the same: the biological samples are
placed on a substrate. However, the substrate (and thus the
analyzed sample) is not always the same for the two
techniques. Raman and IR typically use calcium fluoride, but
there are other working options such as microscope slides,1,6,7

ITO slides,8,10,13,16,17 BVDA gelatin lifters,12 low emission glass
slides,4 gold-coated slides,2,5 silicon wafers,11,15,18 and sterile
coverslips.14 For MSI, the substrates also vary according to the
technique and application: ITO slide,3,8,10,13,16,17 MALDI
plate,12 custom-made SIMS plate,9 low-emission glass slide,4

gold-coated slide,2,5 packing tape,6 silicon wafer,1,11,15,18

magnesium fluoride slide,7 and sterile coverslips.14 Choosing
a substrate that worked for both imaging techniques soon
became an asset, and several studies applied multimodal
imaging using the same sample preparation and the same
sample.2,4,5,10,11,13,16,17 One such substrate is the ITO-coated
glass slide, on which cells,16 mouse brain,4,5,13 mammary
tumor,10 and larynx17 sections are deposited right after
cryosectioning. Generally, the Raman measurements (which
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are nondestructive) are done first, and then the matrix is
deposited on the substrate for MALDI analysis. Silicon wafers
are another example of a commonly used substrate in SIMS,
LDI, and Raman,11,15,18 while gold-coated glass slides are used
to couple SIMS and synchrotron FTIR and UV spectroscopy.2

All these substrates provide excellent spectra in both modalities
with minimal preparation and interference in the data
acquisition. However, when signal enhancing agents are used
(such as organic matrixes for MALDI), the sample cannot be
further used for other measurements without removing the
agents, which may wash the analytes away. For this reason, one
of the most pressing future steps is to develop more
multimodal substrates to enhance both the Raman/IR signal
and the ionization efficiency for MSI.
When it comes to instrumentation, sample compatibility is

as important as choosing the right substrate. For example,
biological samples might be formalin-fixed paraffin embedded.
This affects both VSI and MSI measurements because the
signal from the paraffin overwhelms the spectra from the
sample and conceals relevant information.27,28 For this reason,
the pretreatment of samples (washing, on-tissue digestion,
derivatization, etc.) has to be compatible with both imaging
techniques. On the other hand, fresh frozen or ice embedded
samples might generate artifacts in the VSI spectra due to high
water content and autofluorescence. It is also important for the
sample to be compatible with vacuum or atmospheric
conditions. Dannhorn et al. studied the sample preparation
methods used in various MSI techniques (DESI, MALDI, and
SIMS) to create a universal embedding protocol suited for a
broad range of specimens.29 The hydroxypropyl-methylcellu-
lose and polyvinylpyrrolidone polymer hydrogel outperformed
the standard procedures (optimal cutting temperature
medium, gelatin, etc.), with no interference with MS analysis
or histological stains. Although this approach still needs to
solve issues such as cold embedding and thaw mounting
samples, it also enables using the same sample section for both
immunohistochemical staining and MSI.29

Before acquisition, however, an additional sample prepara-
tion step might be used for easy image registration during data
analysis. This step consists of marking the area to be imaged
with a mask or specific points that are later used to coordinate
the alignment of the molecular images collected. One such
strategy aimed to register images by placing a physical mask,
known as a fiducial mask, on the sample to assist in locating the
raster positions for both Raman and MALDI imaging
techniques.16

After ensuring compatible sample preparation, acquisition
order is paramount. All MSI techniques are destructive so the
molecules detected are no longer present in the remaining
sample after acquisition. The sample itself may deteriorate
greatly (i.e., total ablation by the laser, dehydration, chemical
degradation, etc.). Therefore, when the sample is probed
subsequently by another molecular imaging method, the
quality of the collected data can be compromised. Neumann
et al. examined how the IR data is altered when measuring the
same sample after MALDI acquisition. The IR image quality
was preserved, but a slight red shift in the spectra was
associated with increased sample absorbance from the matrix.
Other influencing factors were also noted: altered micro-
environment, loss of some chemical species, or exposure to
atmosphere.4 Nevertheless, if the first imaging method is
nondestructive, which is the case for all VSI methods, then the

following acquisition generates reliable information. As such,
the latter approach is the norm (see Table S2).
To sum up, for both imaging techniques the analyst must

ensure that (1) the acquisition parameters are compatible with
obtaining the required spatial and molecular information, (2)
the acquisition time is minimal (if sample viability is a
concern), and (3) the images are suitable for postacquisition
image coregistration to avoid resolution discrepancy.

Data Processing Challenges. Data processing and
analysis strategies are needed to extract the maximum chemical
information. In the case of multimodal imaging, these
strategies strongly depend on the experimental workflow.
Multimodal imaging data is a collection of two datacubes
which contain different spectral information but often similar
spatial information. Generally, the preprocessing step is done
separately for each datacube, in accordance with the
techniques’ necessities. This involves using different software
for each technique and possibly different algorithms for similar
signal processing procedures. Figure 2 illustrates a generalized

multimodal data processing workflow for MSI and VSI images,
where the preprocessing step is done separately for each image
followed by the data analysis step which consists of both image
and data registration. Several data analysis approaches have
been applied to multimodal data sets. The two prominent
strategies are image registration and image or data fusion.
Image registration, also called coregistration, consists of

aligning two different images by selecting control points based
on anatomical features present in the sample.30 The points (or
fiducial markers) are usually selected on optical images, on
molecular images with single or multiple ion or band
representation, and even on score images from the principal
component analysis (PCA). The simplest way to coregister
multimodal images is to convert each image (of selected m/z
or bands) into a single-color intensity plot and then overlap the
images using the RGB color schemes.15,16 This approach is
feasible when the images can be aligned and superimposed
without distorting the spatial resolution of either image.
Another strategy for coregistration used fiducial markers. Pixel-

Figure 2. Generalization of the image and data fusion workflow
combining one MSI and one VSI technique.
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wise coregistration was done with a high-resolution VSI image
(for instance Raman, spatial resolution of ∼10 μm) and a low-
resolution MSI image (for example, DESI, spatial resolution of
∼50 μm), where the sequential imaging data from the same
sample was coregistered using a fiducial marker-based
alignment7 (see Figure 3). The workflow consisted of placing

four markers on each molecular image based on the landmarks
on the brain tissue after which an affine transformation was
used to coregister the DESI image to match the Raman image.
Generally, to correlate the molecular images, more than three
marker points should be defined in both images for appropriate
registration. A more advanced technique for registering images
and sharpening the low-resolution image was based on
modeling the distribution of colocalized measurements using
partial least-squares (PLS) regression.30 Van de Plas et al. used
molecular images collected with MSI and H&E images from
microscopy to predict ion distributions at high spatial
resolution in a mouse brain.30 This coregistration technique
is commonly used in image fusion or data fusion experiments,
which not only register the images but also correlate the
spectral information.
Data fusion consists of merging the VSI and MSI spectra

into one single multidimensional data set called a multimodal
datacube. The multimodal datacube describes each pixel with
three components: one spatial component giving information
on the pixel position and two spectral components (m/z
intensity and band intensity) associated with each pixel, as seen
in Figure 2. This allows the spectral information from each
pixel in one image to be correlated with the pixels in the other.
In this way, the multimodal data set can be used to predict an
MSI spectrum in a VSI pixel or vice versa, on the basis of the
interdependence between VSI and MSI. In the scientific
literature, each study tackles data fusion differently.4,8,10

Ryabchykov et al. fused the spectral data from MALDI and
Raman images after interpolating the data in the same spatial
grid during coregistration. This data fusion consisted of
adjusting the dimensionality and dynamic range of each data
set and then merging the two matrixes into one.8 Similarly,
Neumann et al. coregistered the MS and IR images using
anatomical features of the individual PCA score images and
then fused the data by up-sampling the MS image and down-
sampling the IR image to adjust discrepancies between the
spatial resolution.4 Another data fusion strategy transformed
the coordinate system of one imaging modality into the other
in order to calculate the mean VSI spectra for regions which
exhibit a certain intensity of a MSI peak or MSI fingerprint.13

This concept was designed to translate any disease marker
information from MSI into the complex Raman fingerprint,

information which can be further used as an in vivo application
of the marker in a diagnostic procedure.13

Multimodal data analysis usually consists of multiple
multivariate procedures used to discover otherwise buried
signals. The algorithms used in the scientific literature include
PLS to predict MALDI spectral information from the Raman
spectra;13 PLS-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) to classify
Raman spectra for differentiating newly formed myelin and
normal myelin in remyelination;7 maximum margin criterion
linear discriminant analysis (MMC-LDA) to determine the
most significant mass spectrometry peaks from DESI measure-
ments;7 multivariate curve resolution-alternating least-squares
(MCR-ALS) to reveal the composition of lipids and their
particular localization;10 and clustering algorithms for untar-
geted image segmentation. The most common clustering
algorithm is k-means clustering,4,5,7 but unsupervised hier-
archical cluster analysis, which is based on interspectral
distances obtained from normalized Pearson’s product-
momentum correlation coefficients and Ward’s algorithm, is
also used.3 Figure 4 illustrates the results of a k-means
clustering on a rat hippocampus, where each cluster is
represented spatially (Figure 4A) and has a mean spectrum
from each modality (IR absorbance spectra in Figure 4B and
MALDI MS spectra in Figure 4C).4 The correlated
information highlights the differences in lipid (boxplots in
Figure 4D) and protein content between clusters, which are
associated with different morphological features of the rat
hippocampus.
The technical challenges in terms of data processing include

the format in which the data is collected and the software used
for data analysis. Unfortunately, for imaging experiments there
is no universal data format that encompasses both VSI and
MSI data. This prevents straightforward data fusion and
analysis by a single software package. Recent progress in format
compatibility between Raman and SALDI images proposed
imzML (the standard format for MSI files) as a template for
Raman imaging data as well.31 The converter presented in this
study transforms Raman imaging data (.txt files) into imzML,
and makes it possible to use MSI-specific software for Raman
imaging data. This is the first step on the way to creating a
common format for all molecular imaging data. On the other
hand, multimodal imaging requires several software packages
for data export, conversion, processing, and analysis. For
example, WinCadence (PHI) was used to generate SIMS
images, FlexImaging software (Bruker) was used to generate
LDI images, and WITec software was used for Raman data
analysis, all in the same multimodal application.11 However,
some multimodal data analysis approaches use custom-made
scripts in R and Matlab,3,4,13,17 but data preprocessing is not
always done in the same software. For this reason, multimodal
imaging data analysis requires a good set of programming skills
and/or multiple licensed software.

■ MULTIMODAL IMAGING AND ITS TRANSITION TO
THE CLINIC

Multimodal imaging is an analytical approach with benefits in
the clinical environment that are as yet unexplored. Its high
specificity, functional and molecular information, and the label-
free aspect of the technique augment the histological data
obtained with standard microscopic tools used in the clinics.
This approach provides a plethora of possibilities for
biomedical applications such as diagnostics, intraoperative
guidance, nanotoxicology, and even personalized medicine. For

Figure 3. Fiducial markers placed on heterogeneous landmarks in the
mouse brain for coregistration by MSI (A) and VSI (B) images. The
coregistration results are illustrated in part C where the fiducial
markers from MSI (white circles) are superimposed on the ones from
VSI (blue stars).7 Reproduced with permission from ref 7. Copyright
2017, American Chemical Society.
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example, modern surgical tools that guide intraoperative
interventions already use IR and Raman probing because
they are affordable, offer real-time information, and enable
molecular profiles to be visualized on the microscale.32

Similarly, MS techniques have been used for surgical guidance
tools. In particular, iKnife has identified and distinguished
between primary and metastatic tumors in vivo and ex vivo.33

However, the imaging possibilities of VSI and MSI are still
barely used in clinical medicine. We suggest some possible
examples about the use of label-free multimodal imaging that
couples VSI and MSI for the applications described below.
Automatic Classification of Healthy and Diseased

Tissues. White light histopathology is the gold-standard for
diagnosing cancerous cells from samples of human tissues.
However, it relies heavily on the experience of the pathologist.
Since experts in histopathology are scarce and expensive to
train, several applications34 have arisen so that VSI (especially
IR imaging) can be used to screen and classify tissues using the

approach known as “spectral histopathology.”24 These
applications are complementary to classic histopathology and
aim to reduce the number of samples that pathologists need to
examine. There are even commercial applications currently
being evaluated in clinical trials that exploit IR spectroscopy in
the screening of cancerous tissues, such as esophageal and
colon cancer, by the company DynamX Medical (https://
www.dynamxmedical.com/). The use of MSI to identify
biomarkers emerged from the need not only to distinguish
between healthy and cancerous tissues but also to distinguish
between cancer types and grades.20,34 As such, ambient mass
spectrometry imaging analysis revealed biomarkers representa-
tive of different types and subtypes of lung cancer with a
sensitivity and a specificity of 93.5% and 100%, respectively.20

Therefore, multimodal imaging could be used for diagnostic
purposes in clinical medicine, where VSI classifies tissues and
MSI detects biomarkers of cancer grades, all in an automated
procedure with minimum interaction from a pathologist.

Figure 4. Results of k-means clustering of the fused data set. (A) cluster image with each cluster associated with different anatomical regions in the
rat hippocampus; (B)average IR absorption spectra per cluster; (C) average MS spectra per cluster; and (D) boxplots illustrating different signal
intensities for specific lipid species in each cluster.4 Reproduced with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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Development of Equipment for the Determination of
Surgical Margins. Surgical margins, or margins of resection,
are the rims of the apparently healthy tissue around a tumor
that has been surgically removed. Normally pathologists
examine the surgical margins postoperation to check if
tumorous cells are present in the margins of resection. There
are devices currently used to characterize surgical margins in
vivo but they apply MS and vibrational spectroscopy strategies
separately: (i) iKnife for electrosurgical dissection of tissues
that informs about the tissue lipidomic profiles and
discriminates different types of tumors;33 and (ii) a hand-
held contact Raman spectroscopy probe for the in vivo, local
detection of cancer cells in the human brain.35 Since both
methods are hand-held, combining the iKnife and the Raman
probe into a single instrument could broaden the possibilities
of intraoperative procedures, maximize the analysis possibil-
ities, and give surgeons accurate guidance.
Cell and Organoid Model Imaging. Understanding cell

response and cell−cell interactions is crucial for testing
compounds, such as drugs, cosmetics, pollutants, nanoparticles,
etc., or for developing therapies and designing in vitro organoid
models. For example, molecular images collected with SIMS
MSI established the silver nanoparticle uptake of Caco-2/TC7
and HT29-MTX cells by analyzing intracellular localization in
relation to particle size.36 Cell−cell interaction analysis is also
crucial when designing organoid models such as the coculture
model of the alveolar barrier, which includes several types of
cells: alveolar type II epithelial cells, endothelial cells,
macrophages, and dendritic cells.37 This model was used to
discriminate chemical respiratory sensitizers from irritants.
Multimodal imaging could be used to monitor oxidative stress,
a common consequence of exposure to some toxicants,
including nanoparticles, in cells and organoid models through
DNA damage and changes in lipid peroxidation.38 For this,
Raman can monitor DNA conformational changes following
several bands between 600 and 1700 cm−1,39 while MSI can
monitor lipid peroxidation by identifying lipid species and their
degree of saturation.40 Therefore, cell response can be
characterized in situ as a living system (with VSI) and as a
frozen metabolic state (with MSI).
Noninvasive Testing Protocols. Sweat is a biofluid that

contains various excretion products: amino acids, urea, metal
and nonmetal ions, metabolites, and xenobiotics (such as drug
molecules).41 For this reason, noninvasive tests based on sweat
composition analysis are becoming popular. MSI approaches
were used to monitor illicit drugs from fingerprints42 and to
observe the detoxification of contaminants and medicines,41

and the biomarkers of diseases.43 For example, the sweat
metabolome analysis by MS revealed that the signal from
pilocarpic acid (a metabolite of pilocarpine) and mono(2-
ethylhexyl)phthalic acid (a metabolite of the plasticizer bis(2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate) can be used to detect cystic fibrosis in
asymptomatic infants.43 Raman spectroscopy was used to
investigate the function of a single human sweat gland and the
efficiency of aluminum chlorohydrate, a well-known anti-
perspirant ingredient.44 Future applications of multimodal
imaging regarding noninvasive sampling are appealing,
especially because multimodal substrates are bioinert and
compatible with aqueous samples such as sweat. Additionally,
sweat can be collected from the skin surface (for instance, from
the palms of the hand) with no need for a particular volume
because both VSI and MSI have low limits of detection.

■ PERSPECTIVE AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF
MULTIMODAL IMAGING

Sample preparation, coregistration, and data analysis need to
be more user-friendly if multimodal imaging is to be used more
commonly. That is why standardizing multimodal imaging
based on VSI and MSI protocols and developing hybrid
instrumentation and software for analysis are key to advance-
ments in the field.

Universal Sample Substrate. Here we have focused on
the imaging part of multimodal techniques, but in situ analysis
is not always necessary. Investigating urine, saliva, sweat, blood,
and even breath does not require spatial information but does
often require multiple analytical techniques for accurate
diagnosis and even biomarker identification.45,46 For this
reason, a substrate that is compatible not only with all
instruments (both VSI and MSI techniques) but also with all
types of sample (liquid, solid, and even gases) is still needed.
Solid state substrates based on gold and silicon nanostructures
are promising, as they have all the necessary requirements for
LDI-MSI and SERS imaging.47,48 Because the fabrication
processes of these substrates can be automated, and because
these types of substrates are compatible with multiple
techniques, they are a potential candidate for the standardized
multimodal substrate.
Universal sample processing is beneficial not only for

multimodal imaging but also for intersectoral and multi-
disciplinary collaborations. For example, samples prepared in
the clinic for histological examination can be stored over time
and the collected consortia can later be simultaneously
analyzed by nonclinical research groups for different purposes:
creation of vast and unbiased spectral reference libraries,
disease biomarker identification, development of tissue type
classification algorithms, etc. Creating a standard coregistration
protocol will make it possible to assign two qualitatively
different spectra to the same area of a biological sample
regardless of the imaging technique used. This will enable fast
and accurate data collection over a variety of imaging
modalities including MSI, VSI, histology, and even magnetic
resonance imaging and other routine clinical imaging
techniques.

Universal Data Format for Imaging. Once imaging data
has been collected, the acquisition software should make it
possible to export the data in a universal format for imaging.
Thus, each imaging data set, regardless of the acquisition
technique, can be straightforwardly visualized and analyzed
using a single software package. This would facilitate
tremendously the development of correlated data analysis
algorithms and software which can bring relevant information
buried within the multimodal data sets to light. Along these
same lines, the use of the imzML format (common for MSI
data) has been suggested for Raman imaging data as well.31 In
fact, the converter presented makes it possible to visualize
Raman maps in common MSI software, which provides new
opportunities for data analysis. Although the imzML format is
missing the nomenclature for Raman measurements such as
“Raman Shift” units or diffraction grating definitions (cm−1), in
the future it could adopt multiple ontology options which
could be chosen during data export or conversion. The
universal imaging file should have three components: (1) a
metadata section that stores all acquisition details such as laser
parameters (wavelength, intensity or power, spot size), area
specifications (pixel dimensions, step size), specific details of
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individual methods (integration time for Raman or shots per
pixel for MALDI, etc.); (2) a coordinates section containing
information about pixel position; and (3) a data section with
all the spectral information.
Ultrahigh-Resolution Multimodal Imaging. Multimo-

dal imaging could also push the limits on spatial resolution. In
fact, tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) can attain 8
nm,49 and optical photothermal infrared (O-PTIR) spectros-
copy can reach 100 nm.50 TERS molecular images at 8 nm
spatial resolution can be achieved through simultaneous
collection of Raman spectra and nanotopography information.
TERS uses a gold or silver tip which scans the sample surface
and, when illuminated, generates a locally amplified electro-
magnetic field resulting in an enhanced Raman spectra.49 O-
PTIR has beat the diffraction limit of conventional IR
microscopes by modulating the changes of photothermal and
photoacoustic effects from an intense IR beam source.50 This
enables collecting IR spectra in the order of hundreds of
nanometers. Moreover, the instrument collects Raman signal
simultaneously from the same location, promoting the use of
coregistered multimodal imaging. Van De Plas et al.
demonstrated that fusing rich chemical information images
(MALDI MSI) with high spatial information images
(microscopy image) can be beneficial from three points of
view: (1) the lower resolution image can be sharpened; (2)
out-of-sample prediction can be used for acquisitions which
have smaller areas; and (3) the enriched spectral information
can be used to discover biological patterns otherwise
unnoticed.30 Therefore, fusing ultrahigh resolution images
(from TERS or O-PTIR) with information-rich MS images
(such as SIMS) enables the exploration of uncharted territories
such as intracellular imaging.
Hybrid Instrumentation Development. Having a single

instrument which combines multiple imaging methods would
considerably simplify both experimental and data analysis
procedures. In fact, MS instrumentation equipped with an
optical microscope is already available on the market as
iMScope QT from Shimadzu. A hybrid instrument combining
MSI and VSI would analyze the same sample on the same
substrate, it would need no coregistration strategy because the
coordinate system is identical for both imaging methods, the
output data format would be the same, and the data could be
analyzed using the same software with no need for multiple
data converters. One such multimodal imaging instrument
developed in-house already combines atomic force microscopy,
IR, and MS to acquire topographical and chemical images at
1.6 μm spatial resolution of PVP/PMMA polymer thin films.51

We could also consider the following combinations.
Ambient Multimodal Imaging. DESI-MSI combined with

Raman spectroscopy using a long working distance objective
would enable multimodal imaging in live samples. For example,
live bacterial colonies or frozen tissues thawed on a
multimodal-compatible substrate could first be sampled with
Raman and then immediately sampled with DESI, so after each
line acquisition the other modality would measure the same
area. The use of an LWD objective could also permit
simultaneous acquisition directly from the same pixel if the
laser spot size is smaller than the ESI liquid bridge (droplet)
and the optical pathway is not hindered by the presence of the
capillaries.
Three-Dimensional Imaging. SIMS and Raman can be

used to obtain 3D profiles of tissues. The ability of confocal
Raman spectroscopy to acquire in-depth information and

create 3D profiles without damaging the sample is useful for
guiding sample discovery.9 On the other hand, SIMS is a
technique which can be used to collect maps layer by layer or
to section (or mill) the sample using the ion beam at the
desired depth, previously determined by the Raman profile.
Therefore, the fast maps collected with Raman would guide the
SIMS analysis, which provides exact information on elements
and small molecules.

Laser-Based Multimodal Imaging. SALDI and SERS both
need a nanostructured agent which interacts with a laser and
enhances the collected molecular signal. Therefore, it is
reasonable to modify an LDI instrument (such as MALDI)
by coupling multiple lasers (UV for MS and visible for Raman)
and installing an additional objective or detector (for collecting
the SERS spectra). This instrument can explore vacuum-
compatible samples such as frozen tissues sputtered with gold
or silver nanoparticles, first analyzed by SERS, because it is
nondestructive, and then by SALDI. Similarly, a recently
presented MALDI instrument that works in transmission
mode52 can be coupled with an IR laser and detector. This can
quickly scan the sample with the IR mode which can help the
MALDI acquisition reduce time and increase spatial resolution
to the maximum.

Software Development for Multimodal Data Anal-
ysis. Current multimodal workflows collect and preprocess
data sets separately and then visualize and analyze single or
coregistered images either separately or with data fusion
methods. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way of
doing all these data processing steps with the same software.
For this reason, software in which the sophisticated computa-
tional processes are automatic (such as image registration and
data fusion) and users can opt for a friendly interface which
requires minimal input are in high demand, especially in
clinical medicine where large data sets are routine. For
example, LipostarMSI is a software capable of raw data
processing, coregistration, manually drawing or importing of
regions annotated by pathologists, image visualization,
univariate and multivariate image and spectral analysis, and
even annotating lipids and metabolites (https://www.
moldiscovery.com/software/lipostarmsi/). We foresee an
increase in developing such software not only for multimodal
MSI and VSI data analysis but also for optical microscopy
images, fluorescence imaging, and possibly MRI.

■ CONCLUSION

Multimodal imaging based on MSI and VSI techniques blends
the advantages of each modality, specificity, sensitivity, and
spatial resolution, and sheds light on details otherwise buried
under thousands of pixels. The complete integration of
imaging techniques from the point of view of the experimental
workflow makes it possible to adopt a multidisciplinary
approach to sample processing, which uses not only MSI
and VSI but also MRI, histology, and other imaging
techniques. As far as multimodal data processing is concerned,
universal imaging file formats and standard data processing and
analysis workflows will soon be available so that multimodal
imaging can be used in various fields. We believe that the
progress made in standardizing the multimodal imaging
workflow and development of hybrid instrumentation will
have considerable impact on research in biology, agriculture,
nanotoxicology, pharmaceutics, cosmetics, and especially,
clinical applications.
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